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Getting Help from a Pro
Taking Your Game to the Next Level

Is a Poker Coach the Answer?

by Jann Sabin

When I started playing poker, I read everything I could find, played online and eventually in
casinos. Right now, I only play no-limit hold’em, because I’d rather get good at one game rather
than mediocre at all of them. Perhaps like you, I’m a serious amateur with a day job trying to
improve my game.

     On televised events, I frequently see players who have been coached by pros, and they seem
to make giant leaps in their progress. I felt that the next stage in my poker development was 
getting a coach.

     I recently spent a week in Las Vegas being coached by Linda Johnson.  Linda is a bracelet
winner, top player, instructor at the WPT boot camps and moderator for the World Poker Tour.  

Working With a Coach 

Linda’s agenda was just right. We started out having me watch her play in a mixed game. Then
she watched me play in a $2-$5 no-limit cash game at the Venetian. I think this was the perfect
way to begin a coaching session since it immediately gave Linda an idea of where my game stood.
She sat behind me and took notes. She told me before we sat down that we didn’t need to talk
and to try to remember everything.

     The critique she gave me later was incredibly valuable. It’s the key thing you’ll get from a coach that you won’t get anywhere else.

     First, she told me what was good about my game. She liked my choice of starting hands, bet size, ability to change gears and the fact that I was
observant. I  wasn’t, however, maximizing my profit potential and needed to give more thought to what my opponent had and what they’d be willing to pay.

     “You’re the house. You have to set the price for your opponent. You want to make it possible for them to make a mistake.” (See sidebar.)

    I was amazed to see that Linda never referred to her notes when discussing the hands. She remembered everything about every hand, including suits. I
was starting to get a little depressed since I can never remember things in that detail.

    We spent hours at Linda’s house, where she gave me many strategy tips and answered questions. We did this several times through the coaching
process. I also watched Linda play online and she watched me. I’d say Linda learned more about me in a week than a therapist would in a year. Poker
players are extremely observant. The good ones nail you right away.

    If you get a coach, be sure to take notes. You’ll never remember everything. Jan Fisher, another accomplished pro whom I was lucky enough to meet
on several occasions, said taking notes at the table was perfectly acceptable. I also spoke with Susie Isaacs, who said she always takes notes and that
when she played her first $10,000 event, she  wasn’t really focused until she pulled out her notepad. I was feeling better now about not having a memory like
Linda’s.

    Here’s some of what my time with Linda covered: 

•    Position is critical in no-limit. We all know this, but I frequently was tempted to play marginal hands early. According to Linda, if you folded every time in
the first two positions without looking at your cards, it wouldn’t be a huge mistake.

•    In first position, raise or fold. If you’re first to enter the pot, don’t limp. Raise at least three times the big blind. No minimum raises preflop.

•    Pot odds matter over the long term. In a tournament, you sometimes have the pot odds to call, but might not be ready to risk the percentage of your
stack necessary for the call at that time. However, in a cash game, if you make the right pot odds decision, over time you’ll benefit. As Linda puts it, “If
you knew in advance that you were going to get hit by a car and die on the way home from the game, you would not have to take favorable odds on a
longshot. However, assuming that you are going to be playing poker for the rest of your life, you must take favorable odds when you get them.”

•    Implied odds matter. Remember to always check the table to see how much money or how many chips the players have. If they don’t have enough
chips to pay you off if you hit your draw, you’re risking too much for too little.

•    Pay attention to the gap concept. In a raised pot, your hand must be better than the raiser’s to make a call. According to Linda, you can raise with any
two cards if the situation is right. But to call, you have to put your opponent on a hand and determine if yours is better. Try not to call raises if you’d have
to fold to a reraise.
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•    Don’t get stuck risking a lot for a little. When Linda asked why I kept betting even though I had nothing and I’d say: “I don’t think he has the ace,” she’d
respond: “Who cares, there’s no money in the pot!” I think the “who cares” philosophy where small pots are concerned will save me money in the future.

•    Strive for a gradual stack growth. Imagine a straight line going from the bottom left of the page up to the top right, not jagged (up and down).

•    Don’t be afraid to be bluffed if you want to be a winning player.

•    Consider the number of opponents in a hand. There is no point trying to bluff four people.

•    You don’t need to play lots of hands. You just need to win a few.

•    Keep records. I do keep records of what I won and lost and where, but Jan Fisher suggested I add how long I played and on what days to determine
my best hours to play and my most productive session length.  

Cash Games Make the right choices before you even sit down: 

•    Choose your game wisely. Watch the table beforehand and decide if it looks like a profitable one for you. And know your pressure point: Don’t pick a
table that’s out of your comfort zone budget-wise.

•    Choose your seat. You want to have the aggressive player to your right and a tight player behind you. Linda also likes the big stack and any calling
stations on her right. If one player raises, the calling station calls, and you like your hand, you can reraise (known as the squeeze play) and often get the
original raiser to lay his hand down. While you will be assigned a seat to start, once you have an idea about the playing styles of your foes, you can request
a seat change.

•    Choose your buy-in amount with care. Try to have the worst player covered. In no-limit you’re playing for all of someone’s chips, but you can only win as
much as you have.  

And remember: •    Bluff a little less often in a cash game than in a tournament because players will call you more often since they can rebuy if they lose.

•    You can push small edges in the right situations in cash games. In tournaments, you have to be more careful since you risk elimination.  

Tournament Play 

For purposes of our discussion we assumed a ten-hour tournament with  at least 5,000 chips and 45-minute rounds, with blinds staring at 50-100.
Tournaments are time-pressure events that play differently than cash games. 

•    Know the breaking order of the table. If your table is going to break early, don’t bother with any “advertising” – showing bluffs and establishing a table
image you can exploit later. You won’t get to reap the benefits, so just focus on chip accumulation. Know the breaking order.

•    Early on, there is no pressure. Don’t play big pots or force the action. Play slow and get to know the players. Don’t go broke early.

•    Keep in mind that you need to average winning the antes and blinds once per round just to stay even. 

•    Get aggressive after the antes kick in. And raise more – about four or five times the big blind rather than three.

•    On the bubble, watch who’s worried about getting paid. Who’s watching the other table and counting the stacks? They probably won’t  risk busting out
and might be easy pickings.  

My Verdict on Coaching 

I think I had a coach at the perfect  stage of my development. Any earlier,  without the extensive reading and some experience, the input would have been
overwhelming. I also think I had the perfect coach for me. Linda is very direct, which I appreciate. She’s also fun, generous with her time and very kind. In
addition to being a world-class player, she’s terrific at explaining things. It’s one thing to be a good player and quite another to be able to identify the leaks in
someone’s game and clarify it for them. Linda was top-notch at both.

     Susie Isaacs told me she had a coach in 1995 two times a week for three months and in 1996 she won her first bracelet. She thought the coaching
experience was the turning point in her game even though she had lots of experience, including doing seminars and writing books.

    Right after being coached, you might find yourself playing a bit worse since you’re trying to incorporate concepts that aren’t necessarily comfortable to
you. But you can quickly integrate your new knowledge into your game, especially if your coach is able to take your style into consideration and suggest
adjustments that fit within it.

     Committed poker players devote an enormous amount of time to thinking about poker and they’re a very smart group. There’s a meeting on Wednesday
in Binion’s coffee shop where a core group of people have been coming for six years. They dissect poker hands and give every hand the same attention as
if they had played it themselves for big money. They’ll talk about a hand for hours. You can go to this discussion if you’re ever in downtown Las Vegas.

     As with a coach, having access to other poker minds is a huge advantage.

    Poker is a commitment to lifelong learning, since you’re never really “there.” It’s about making the right choices, one decision at a time. Getting a coach
was definitely the right choice at the right time for me
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